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Quiz 17
Truth or 🐮💩

1. Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

2. Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

3. Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

4. Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

5. Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

6. Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

7. Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

8. Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

9. Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

10.Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

11.Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

12.Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

13.Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

14.Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

15.Truth ☐ or 🐮💩 ☐

1. The dormouse is on the city crest of modern Naples

2. Ernő Rubik originally called his famous cube 'The Impossible Box’

3. Harlech Castle is reputedly haunted by the ghost of an enormous white dog

4. The Angel of the North is 5cm taller than the statue of Christ The Redeemer in Rio

5. Elton John does not hold a UK Driving License

6. The River Thames was frozen solid on the day the Great Fire of London started

7. Everton FC began life as an amateur rugby club but changed sport owing to lack of interest

8. According to scientists, the possum dreams more than any other animal

9. It will take at least ten million years for the footprints of the Apollo astronauts to disappear from
the surface of the moon

10. The computer in a modern car is more powerful than the computers used to send astronauts to the
moon in the 1970s

11. 'Cat in the Hat' author, Dr Seuss was a trained medical doctor

12. Catfish have 100,000 taste buds

13. John Lewis was not a real person

14. Laurence Olivier won a Golden Raspberry award for worst actor

15. Waking a sleepwalker can do irreparable harm
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Quiz 17
Truth or 🐮💩

1. BS

2. BS

3. BS

4. BS

5. BS

6. BS

7. BS

8. True

9. True

10.True

11.BS

12.True

13.BS

14.True

15.BS

1. The dormouse is on the city crest of modern Naples

2. Ernő Rubik originally called his famous cube 'The Impossible Box’

3. Harlech Castle is reputedly haunted by the ghost of an enormous white dog

4. The Angel of the North is 5cm taller than the statue of Christ The Redeemer in Rio

5. Elton John does not hold a UK Driving License

6. The River Thames was frozen solid on the day the Great Fire of London started

7. Everton FC began life as an amateur rugby club but changed sport owing to lack of interest

8. According to scientists, the possum dreams more than any other animal

9. It will take at least ten million years for the footprints of the Apollo astronauts to disappear from
the surface of the moon

10. The computer in a modern car is more powerful than the computers used to send astronauts to the
moon in the 1970s

11. 'Cat in the Hat' author, Dr Seuss was a trained medical doctor

12. Catfish have 100,000 taste buds

13. John Lewis was not a real person

14. Laurence Olivier won a Golden Raspberry award for worst actor

15. Waking a sleepwalker can do irreparable harm
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